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Abstract. The state-of-the-art in discriminative unsupervised surface
anomaly detection relies on external datasets for synthesizing anomaly-
augmented training images. Such approaches are prone to failure on near-
in-distribution anomalies since these are difficult to be synthesized real-
istically due to their similarity to anomaly-free regions. We propose an
architecture based on quantized feature space representation with dual
decoders, DSR, that avoids the image-level anomaly synthesis require-
ment. Without making any assumptions about the visual properties of
anomalies, DSR generates the anomalies at the feature level by sam-
pling the learned quantized feature space, which allows a controlled gen-
eration of near-in-distribution anomalies. DSR achieves state-of-the-art
results on the KSDD2 and MVTec anomaly detection datasets. The ex-
periments on the challenging real-world KSDD2 dataset show that DSR
significantly outperforms other unsupervised surface anomaly detection
methods, improving the previous top-performing methods by 10% AP in
anomaly detection and 35% AP in anomaly localization. Code is available
at: https://github.com/VitjanZ/DSR anomaly detection.

Keywords: Surface anomaly detection, discrete feature space, simu-
lated anomaly generation

1 Introduction

Surface anomaly detection addresses localization of image regions that deviate
from normal object appearance. This is a fundamental problem in industrial
inspection, in which the anomalies are defects on production line objects. In
the most challenging situations, the distribution of the normal appearance of
the inspected objects is very close to the distribution of anomaly appearances,
while anomalies often occupy only a small portion of the object. Furthermore,
the anomalies are rare in practical production lines, making the acquisition of a
suitable data set for training supervised methods infeasible. The methods thus
focus on leveraging only anomaly-free images, since these can be abundantly
obtained.

Most anomaly detection approaches are based on computing the difference
between the inspected image and its image-level or feature-level reconstruc-
tion [1,2,18,5,22,3], with their reconstruction method trained only on anomaly-
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Fig. 1. The dual decoder architecture with discrete feature space allows DSR robust
object-specific reconstruction (RDSR) and accurate detection of near-in-distribution
anomalies, which present a considerable challenge for the recent state-of-the-art (M[22]).

free images. These approaches assume that anomalies will be poorly recon-
structed since they have never been observed during training and that the recon-
struction failure on anomalies can be well detected by L2 or SSIM [20] difference
with the input image.

However, L2 and SSIM measures can only detect anomalies that differ sub-
stantially from normal appearance. Subsequent works have addressed this prob-
lem by either learning the distance measure with a discriminative network [21]
or by classifying the anomalies directly on the input image [11]. These meth-
ods require annotated anomalies at training time, and resort to simulation of
anomalies from auxiliary datasets and copy-pasting and blending them with
the anomaly-free training images. While these methods by far outperform the
reconstruction-only methods, they rely substantially on the quality of the auxil-
iary dataset and the simulation process quality; their performance still degrades
on near-in-distribution anomalies (Figure 1) since it is difficult to simulate these
realistically.

In this paper we address two drawbacks of the surface anomaly detection
state-of-the-art: the reliance on the auxiliary anomaly simulation datasets and
poor near-in-distribution anomaly detection. We propose a dual subspace re-
projection surface anomaly detection network (DSR). The network leverages
the framework of discretized latent feature space image representation [16], and
jointly learns a general and a normal-appearance-specific subspace re-projection
to emphasize the anomaly detection capability. The proposed architecture avoids
reliance on auxiliary anomaly datasets in training anomaly discrimination. We
propose a new anomaly simulation technique that generates the anomalies di-
rectly from the network’s discretized latent space of natural images, leading to
significant performance improvements on near-in-distribution anomaly detection
(Figure 1).

Our contribution is thus twofold: (i) the dual image reconstruction branch ar-
chitecture with discretized latent representation and (ii) the latent space anomaly
generation method that leverages the learned representation of natural images.
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DSR substantially outperforms the state-of-the-art in near-in-distribution anomaly
detection on the recent challenging KSDD2 [6] and delivers state-of-the-art per-
formance on the standard MVTec anomaly detection dataset [3].

2 Related Work

Many recent surface anomaly detection methods are based on image reconstruc-
tion [1,2,5], where an encoder-decoder network is trained for image reconstruc-
tion on anomaly free images. The anomaly detection capability of these methods
is based on the assumption that the trained networks will be unable to accu-
rately reconstruct anomalous regions due to never seeing them during training,
making anomalies detectable by comparing the input image to its reconstruction.
The core assumption often does not hold, especially in more diverse datasets,
as the reconstruction networks learn to generalize well which enables accurate
anomaly reconstruction, hampering the downstream anomaly detection perfor-
mance. Similarly, in [22] iterative inpainting is used for image reconstruction,
however, the method is sensitive to random pattern regions that are difficult to
inpaint and which cause false positive detections.

Several recent approaches utilize the ability of pretrained networks to extract
informative features from an image. In [4] a network is trained on anomaly free
images to reconstruct features extracted by the pretrained network. In [19] a
feature map is generated as a concatenation of several layers of a pretrained net-
work. An auto-encoder is then trained to reconstruct the resulting feature map.
As with image reconstruction based anomaly detection methods, the networks in
[4,19] are assumed to be unable to reconstruct the features extracted by the pre-
trained networks. In [17], a pretrained network is also used to extract informative
features from anomaly free data, however instead of relying on reconstruction
for anomaly detection, a multivariate gaussian is fit to the anomaly-free data. A
Mahalanobis distance is then used as an anomaly score. A similar approach is
used in [7], however, a Gaussian is fit at each location in the feature map.

Discriminative unsupervised anomaly detection methods [21,12,11] utilize
synthetically generated anomalies to train a discriminative anomaly detection
network. In order to alleviate overfitting on the synthetic anomaly appearance,
in [21] a reconstruction network is used to restore the normal appearance of the
synthetic anomalies. The discriminative network then learns a distance function
between the original image and its reconstruction to perform anomaly detection.
Due to a limited distribution of the generated synthetic anomalies, the recon-
struction network may overfit to the synthetic appearance and fail to restore
normality in near-distribution anomalies, leading to a reduction in performance
in downstream anomaly detection.

3 DSR

The DSR architecture is outlined in Figure 2. The input image is projected into a
quantized latent space (Section 3.1) and then decoded in parallel by two decoders
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Fig. 2. The DSR architecture. During training, the non-anomalous image quan-
tized feature maps (Qhi, Qlo) are replaced by the anomaly augmented feature maps
(Qa,hi, Qa,lo) generated by the latent space sampling procedure (shaded block). The
pathway marked with green arrows are used when training the Upsampling module
with simulated smudges and at inference.

specialized on different appearance subspaces. One decoder, the general object
appearance decoder (Section 3.2), is trained for high-fidelity reconstruction of
arbitrary natural images, while the second, object-specific decoder (Section 3.3),
is restricted to reconstructing only normal local appearances of the selected ob-
ject. The two reconstructed images are then analyzed by the anomaly detection
module (Section 3.4). The output localization map is at feature resolution and
is upsampled to the input image resolution by the Upsampling module (Section
3.5). DSR is trained by a novel technique of sampling the quantized latent fea-
ture space for generating near-in-distribution anomalies (Section 3.6). The DSR
training regime is explained in Section 3.7.

3.1 Quantized latent space encoder

DSR leverages quantized feature space representation, which has recently demon-
strated strong modelling capabilities of complex natural image distributions ,e.g.,
[9,15]. The approach is based on quantizing the extracted features with features
from a codebook K which has been trained for optimal decoding of spatial con-
figurations of quantized features into high-fidelity images.

In particular, the quantized latent space encoder module in Figure 2 accepts
the input image I and projects it into a feature space F using a Resnet-based
encoder. A quantized feature representation Q of the input image is obtained
by replacing each feature vector Fij with its nearest neighbor el in K, i.e,

Qi,j = q(Fi,j) = argmin
el∈K

(

||Fi,j − el||
)

. (1)

In the following, we refer to this operation as vector quantization (VQ). Note that
the input image is encoded at two levels of detail using low- and high-resolution
codebooks (Klo, Khi), producing Qlo and Qhi. The two-level VQ has recently
been reported to produce superior reconstructions [16]. The architecture of the
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quantized latent space encoder is shown in Figure 3. The quantized feature maps
Qhi and Qlow produced by the quantized latent space encoder are 4× and 8×
smaller than the original input image, respectively.

Fig. 3. The quantized latent space encoder architecture. Two residual blocks extract
image features at different spatial resolutions. The low-resolution features Flo are quan-
tized by the codebook Klo into a feature representation Qlo. The high-resolution fea-
tures are concatenated by upsampled Qlo, followed by a convolutional block and quan-
tized by the codebook Khi into a high-resolution representation Qhi.

3.2 General object appearance decoder

The subspace of VQ encoded natural images is captured by specific spatial con-

figurations of quantized feature vectors. We apply a general object appearance

decoder to learn decoding of these configurations into image reconstructions.
The decoder first upsamples the low resolution Qlo and concatenates it with the
Qhi, which is followed by two ResNet blocks and two transposed convolution
upsampling blocks that map into the reconstructed image Igen.

3.3 Object-specific appearance decoder

The tasks of the second decoder, the object-specific appearance decoder (see Fig-
ure 4) is to restore local visual anomalies into feasible normal appearances of the
object instances observed during training. In particular, we would like to restrict
the appearance subspace, i.e., the allowed spatial VQ feature configurations,
into configurations that agree with normal appearances. This is achieved by
a subspace restriction module (Figure 4), which transforms both high- and low-
resolution general input VQ representations (Q={Qhi, Qlo}) into non-quantized
object-specific subspace configurations (F̃={F̃lo, F̃hi}). This is followed by a VQ
projection (with codebooksK={Khi,Klo}) into object subspace-restricted quan-
tized feature configurations (Q̃={Q̃hi, Q̃lo}). The quantized representations are
concatenated (the low-resolution representation is upsampled first) and decoded
into reconstructed anomaly-free image Ispc using a convolutional decoder. The
subspace restriction modules (Figure 4) are encoder-decoder convolutional net-
works with three downsampling and corresponding upsampling blocks. The im-
age reconstruction network consists of two downsampling convolutional blocks,
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followed by four transposed convolution upsampling blocks. Examples of im-
ages with anomalies present and their anomaly-free reconstructions are shown
in Figure 5.

Fig. 4. The object-specific appearance decoder architecture. The features in the quan-
tized features maps Q are reduced by a subspace restriction module into non-quantized
features F̃ that are then vector-quantized (VQ) by the codebooks K into Q̃, which are
then decoded into an anomaly-free image Ispc.

Fig. 5. The object-specific decoder reconstructs the anomalous images (left) into
anomaly-free images (right) with remarkable fidelity. In the second example, it even
correctly reconstructs the anomalous green wire into blue.

3.4 Anomaly detection module

The purpose of the anomaly detection module is to localize the anomaly by
inspecting the input image reconstruction generated by the general object ap-
pearance decoder (Igen) and the object-specific appearance decoder (Ispc). The
reconstructed images are concatenated depth-wise and decoded into a segmen-
tation mask M by a Unet-based architecture. M is the output anomaly map
indicating the pixel-level location of the anomalies in the image. To compute
also the image-level anomaly score, we apply a simple segmentation mask inter-
pretation procedure as in [22] – the segmentation mask is smoothed by a 21×21
averaging filter and globally max-pooled into a single score.

3.5 Upsampling module

The generated segmentation mask M is of the same resolution as the feature
maps. A simple Unet-like upsampling module is thus used to resample the mask
to full resolution. The input to the network is a depth-wise concatenation of
the input image I and bilinearly upsampled mask M. The output is the final
full-resolution mask Mr (Figure 2).
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3.6 Feature-space surface anomaly generation

The purpose of anomaly generator is to simulate near-in-distribution anomalies
of various shapes and sizes with diverse visual appearances to (i) learn normal
appearance subspace restriction in the object-specific appearance decoder (Sec-
tion 3.3) and (ii) to specialize the anomaly detection module (Section 3.4) for
detection of potentially gentle appearance deviations of anomalies from a diverse
within-class normal appearance.

We propose a method that leverages the learned quantized subspace in DSR
to generate such training anomalies as follows. An anomaly-free input image I

is encoded into a VQ subspace representation Q and an anomaly mask Mgt is
generated by sampling a Perlin noise [14], with values 1 indicating anomalous
pixels. The features in Q corresponding to the anomaly indicators in Mgt are
replaced by sampling from the set of codebook features K.

Sampling without constraints will likely lead to significant appearance changes
on anomalous pixels, resulting in trivial out-of-distribution reconstructed images.
On the other hand, if the closest vectors are sampled that are too similar to the
normal appearance, they will likely lead to false-positive detections.

We thus first define a similarity bound on all features for a given image
n ∼ U [λsNK , NK ], where NK is the number of codebook vectors and λs is the
similarity bound parameter. Then we replace each feature in Q, indicated by
Mgt, with one of its near neighbors from the codebook feature vectors, sampled
uniformly, i.e., k ∼ U [λsNK , n]. In all experiments λs is 0.05, therefore, exclud-
ing the 5% of most similar vectors to prevent false-positive generation, while
prioritizing the selection of the features close to the vector to be replaced to
encourage the generation of near-in-distribution anomalies.

3.7 DSR training procedure

The DSR is trained in three stages. In the first stage, the quantized latent
space encoder (Section 3.1), along with the VQ codebook and the general object
appearance decoder are trained on ImageNet [8] to learn the subspace of natural
images, which allows a high-fidelity reconstruction of general images. We use the
procedure from [13] that minimizes the image reconstruction loss as well as the
difference between the feature space projection F computed in the quantized
latent space encoder (Figures 2 and 3) and its quantized version Q, i.e,

Lst1 = L2(I, Igen) + L2(sg[F],Q) + λ1L2(F, sg[Q]), (2)

where L2(·) is the Euclidean distance and sg[·] is the stop gradient operator
constraining the operand to be a non-updated constant [13]. After training, the
discrete latent space encoder, the codebook and the general object appearance
decoder (coloured in magenta in Figure 2) are fixed.

In the second, anomaly detection training stage, the detection parts
of DSR are trained on images of the selected object type. Anomaly-free train-
ing images are projected through the quantized latent space encoder into their
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quantized feature representation Q. The surface anomaly generation method
presented in Section 3.6 then generates the anomalies at the feature level, Qa,
along with their ground truth masks Mgt. The representation Qa (that replaces
Q in Figure 2) is then forward passed and decoded into the anomaly mask M.

The anomaly detection module and the object-specific appearance decoder
are trained by minimizing the focal loss between the ground truth Mgt and
predicted anomaly mask M, the L2 distance between the subspace-restricted
configurations F̃ computed in the object-specific appearance decoder (Figure 4)
and the non-anomalous input image quantized representation Q, and the L2

distance between the non-anomalous input image I and its object-specific recon-
struction Ispc, i.e.,

Lst2 = Lfoc(Mgt,M) + λ2L2(F̃,Q) + λ3L2(I, Ispc). (3)

Finally, the Upsampling module is trained. After the anomaly detection net-
work has been trained, images with copy-pasted smudges are generated and the
low-resolution anomaly masks are computed as detection network outputs. Since
the full-resolution masks are known from the smudge pasting on the original im-
age, the upsampling network can be trained with a focal loss.

4 Experiments

4.1 Implementation details

In the first training stage (Section 3.7) quantized latent space encoder, general
object appearance decoder and the latent vector codebook are trained for image
reconstruction on ImageNet [8] for 200, 000 iterations with a batch size of 32
and a learning rate of 0.0002. The codebooks Khi and Klo each contain 4096
latent vectors of dimension 128. In the second training stage (Section 3.7) the
object-specific appearance decoder and the anomaly detection model are trained
for 100, 000 iterations with a batch size of 8 with a learning rate of 0.0002. The
learning rate is decreased by a factor of 10 after 80, 000 iterations. The λ2 and λ3

values in Eq.3 are set to 1 and 10, respectively. In the third stage the Upsampling
module is then trained for 20, 000 iterations with a learning rate of 0.0002 and a
batch size of 8. The training hyperparameters and network architectures remain
constant throughout our experiments.

4.2 Experimental results on KSDD2

The recently proposed KSDD2 [6] surface anomaly detection dataset is currently
the most challenging dataset with near-in-distribution surface anomalies (see
Figure 6). KSDD2 was acquired on real industrial production lines and contains
a wide variety of anomalies, many of which are particularly challenging due to
their similarity to the normal appearances in the training set.

The dataset contains 2085 anomaly-free and 246 anomalous training images
to test anomaly detection under unsupervised and supervised setups. For ex-
ample, in the unsupervised setup, only anomaly-free training images may be
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Fig. 6. Normal (left) and anomalous (right) images from KSDD2. The anomalies
(marked with white arrows) are very similar to the normal appearance in this dataset.

used. The test set contains 894 anomaly-free and 110 anomalous images. We
follow the evaluation procedure defined in [6], with the AP metric for image-
level anomaly detection (APdet), and present also anomaly localization results
in terms of pixel-level AP (APloc).

Additional anomalous training samples available in KSDD2 [6] enable com-
parison of DSR with the supervised defect detection methods. Note that, al-
though the acquisition of anomalous examples is difficult in practice, in many
cases these are available, albeit in small quantities. Most of unsupervised anomaly
detection methods, however, do not, or even can not, make use of this additional
information, if available. The proposed DSR method can be easily adapted to
take such annotations of anomalous images into account. In addition to the gen-
erated synthetic anomalies, the real-world anomalies with known ground truth
can be utilised to train the anomaly detection module.

Fig. 7. Qualitative results of the unsupervised DSR on the KSDD2 dataset: the input
image, the overlaid predicted mask and the ground truth.

Comparison with the state-of-the-art The results of unsupervised surface
anomaly detection methods are shown in Table 1. DSR significantly outperforms
other state-of-the-art unsupervised methods such as MAD [17], PaDim [7] and
DRAEM [21], achieving higher AP scores for anomaly detection and localization.
It outperforms the previous best image-level AP score by 7.9 p.p. Qualitative
examples of the unsupervised DSR are presented in Figure 7 and show that
despite a quite heterogeneous normal appearance, that can also be observed in
Figure 6, the visual defects are successfully detected and localized.
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Extension to supervised learning In contrast to most of the unsupervised
visual anomaly detection methods, DSR can also utilise pixel-level anotations, if
they are available, making it applicable in low-shot anomaly detection scenarios.
We evaluated the proposed approach in the supervised setting. Table 2 shows the
comparison with the method from [6] that is specifically designed for supervised
defect detection and can operate with various levels of supervision. In KSDD2,
there are 246 anomalous samples available, and if image-level labels are available
but none of them is segmented, the method [6] operates in the weakly supervised
mode (N = 0).

Method US [4] MAD [17] DRÆM [21] PaDim [7] DSR

APdet 65.3 79.3 77.8 55.6 87.2

APloc - - 42.4 45.3 61.4

Table 1. Anomaly detection (APdet) and localization (APloc) on the KSDD2 dataset.

The completely unsupervised DSR, without taking these additional positive
training samples into account, outperforms the weakly supervised method [6]
for 13.9 p.p. in APdet and achieves a good localization result, whereas [6] is un-
able to produce meaningful segmentation maps. When a number of anomalous
training images are also segmented (N > 0), the results improve even further,
and significantly outperform the results of [6]. When using the full annotated
training set of 246 segmented examples, DSR achieves anomaly detection per-
formance near that of the fully supervised method [6] and outperforms the re-
cent fully supervised method presented in [10]. Furthermore, DSR achieves the
highest localization performance APloc under all training settings, significantly
outperforming [6]. These results demonstrate that DSR can efficiently work in
supervised settings as well, utilising all information available.

Method N : 0 16 53 246

APdet

[6] 73.3 83.2 89.1 95.4

DSR 87.2 91.4 94.6 95.2
[10] - - - 93.3

APloc
[6] 1.0 45.1 52.2 67.6

DSR 61.4 71.2 81.6 85.5

Table 2. Anomaly detection and localization on the KSDD2 dataset in a supervised
settings w.r.t. number of used anomalous training images N with ground truth masks.

4.3 Experimental results on MVTec

We also perform experiments on the MVTec anomaly detection dataset [3], which
contains 15 different texture and object classes, and has been established as the
standard surface anomaly evaluation benchmark [11,7,21,17]. The training set
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Fig. 8. Qualitative results on the MVTec dataset: the input images, outputs of the
reconstruction network, input images with overlaid output masks, the output masks
and the ground truth masks are shown in individual rows.

consists only of anomaly-free images, while the test set is comprised of anomalous
as well as anomaly-free images. The widely used AUROC metric is applied for
image-level anomaly detection. Because only a fraction of the pixels in the test set
are anomalous, the pixel-wise average-precision metric AP [21] is used to evaluate
the anomaly localization performance. It is more robust to class imbalance and
better suited for anomaly localization evaluation than the commonly used pixel-
wise AUROC.

Method bottle capsule grid leather pill tile trans. zipper cable carpet hazelnut m. nut screw toothbrush wood average

[4] 99.0 86.1 81.0 88.2 87.9 99.1 81.8 91.9 86.2 91.6 93.1 82.0 54.9 95.3 97.7 87.7
[22] 99.9 88.4 99.6 100 83.8 98.7 90.9 98.1 81.9 84.2 83.3 88.5 84.5 100 93.0 91.7
[17] 100 92.3 92.9 100 83.3 97.4 95.9 97.9 94.0 95.5 98.7 93.1 81.2 95.8 97.6 94.4
[7] 99.8 91.5 95.7 100 94.4 97.4 97.8 90.9 92.2 99.9 93.3 99.2 84.4 97.2 98.8 95.5
[11] 98.2 98.2 100 100 94.9 94.6 96.1 99.9 81.2 93.9 98.3 99.9 88.7 99.4 99.1 96.1
[21] 99.2 98.5 99.9 100 98.9 99.6 93.1 100 91.8 97.0 100 98.7 93.9 100 99.1 98.0
DSR 100 98.1 100 100 97.5 100 97.8 100 93.8 100 95.6 98.5 96.2 99.7 96.3 98.2

Table 3. Results of anomaly detection on MVTec dataset (AUROC) with the average
score over all classes (avg) in the last column.

Comparison with the state-of-the-art We evaluate DSR against recent
state-of-the-art surface anomaly detection methods. The experimental results are
presented in Tables 3 and 4 for image-level anomaly detection and for pixel-level
anomaly localization, respectively, and show that DSR outperforms the recent
state-of-the-art approaches. It achieves an average AUROC of 98.2%, while main-
taining a strong anomaly localization performance with an AP score of 70.2%.
DSR outperforms the previous top performer in anomaly detection DRAEM [21]
on the mean AUROC score by 0.2 percentage points (p.p.) and achieves supe-
rior performance on classes such as transistor, cable, carpet and screw, where
near-distribution anomalies such as deformations are more prevalent. Qualita-
tive results on the MVTec dataset are shown in Figure 8 and demonstrate that
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the detected anomalous regions resemble the ground truth anomaly maps to a
high degree.

Method bottle capsule grid leather pill tile trans. zipper cable carpet hazelnut m. nut screw toothbrush wood average

[4] 74.2 25.9 10.1 40.9 62.0 65.3 27.1 36.1 48.2 52.2 57.8 83.5 7.8 37.7 53.3 45.5
[22] 76.4 38.2 36.4 49.1 51.6 52.6 39.2 63.4 24.4 61.4 33.8 64.3 43.9 50.6 38.2 48.2
[7] 77.3 46.7 35.7 53.5 61.2 52.4 72.0 58.2 45.4 60.7 61.1 77.4 21.7 54.7 46.3 55.0
[21] 86.5 49.4 65.7 75.3 48.5 92.3 50.7 81.5 52.4 53.5 92.9 96.3 58.2 44.7 77.7 68.4
DSR 91.5 53.3 68.0 62.5 65.7 93.9 41.1 78.5 70.4 78.2 87.3 67.5 52.5 74.2 68.4 70.2

Table 4. Results (AP) of anomaly localization on MVTec dataset.

Fig. 9. Qualitative reconstruction results. DSR far better reconstructs the anoma-
lies by their corresponding in-distribution appearance than the state-of-the-art
DRÆM [21].

Further qualitative comparison is shown in Figure 9. Both DSR and DRÆM [21]
are trained to restore the normality of images corrupted by simulated anomalies.
However, DRÆM [21] generates the anomalies in the image space from an out-
of-distribution dataset, while DSR generates the anomalies within the quantized
feature space, making it more difficult for the reconstruction network to overfit
to the simulated anomaly appearance. This results in DSR having a more robust
image normality restoration capability that is insensitive to near-in-distribution
anomalies such as deformations. Figure 9 compares the reconstruction results of
both methods. Note that DSR produces a more realistic reconstruction. Due to
the reconstruction network not overfitting to the synthetic anomaly appearance,
DSR can recognize deformations as deviations from normality and reconstruct
them accordingly.

4.4 Ablation Study

Additional experiments on the MVTec dataset provide further insights into DSR.
Anomaly source evaluation. We evaluate the impact of training using

our feature-based anomalies and compare it to the training with image-based
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anomalies generated from out-of-distribution datasets as proposed in [21]. The
results are shown in Table 6(a), where DSRimg denotes the results when using
image-based anomalies during training. We can see that feature-based anomaly
generation (DSR) outperforms the image-based approach in anomaly localization
and detection.

Anomaly feature sampling. To generate simulated anomalies, DSR sam-
ples vectors from the codebook K according to a designed process presented
in Section 3.6. We compare this approach to one that samples the codebook
with a uniform probability for each vector. The results (DSRrandom) presented
in Table 6(b) show a significant drop in performance. The sampling method,
therefore, plays an important role. The proposed approach generates anomalous
regions from vectors that are close to the extracted vectors generating simulated
near-distribution anomalies that leads to superior results in terms of anomaly
detection as well as localization. DSR is robust to the choice of the similarity
bound parameter, retaining a good anomaly detection performance for a wide
range of λs values (Table 5).

λs 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5

AUROCdet 97.5 98.0 98.2 97.7 97.1 95.5
Table 5. Results on MVTec using various similarity bound λs values.

Reconstruction loss components. Table 6(c) shows the impact of indi-
vidual reconstruction loss components of Eq. (3), where the reconstruction is
conditioned both on the feature Lfeat and image Limg reconstruction losses,
which are the second and the third components in Eq. (3), respectively. During
training DSRLimg

uses only the image reconstruction loss and DSRLfeat
uses

only the feature reconstruction loss. There is a significant loss in performance
when using only individual loss components. Relying on both image and feature
reconstruction losses during training results in a more robust normality recon-
struction model leading to a 2 p.p. higher average image-level AUROC as well
as significantly higher localization AP scores.

Upsampling module Table 6(d) shows the effect of removing the Upsam-
pling module of the network, leading to a drop in localization performance. The
anomaly detection performance remains the same as the image-level score is
extracted from the lower resolution output anomaly map M .

5 Conclusion

We proposed DSR, a discriminative surface anomaly detection method based on
dual image reconstruction branch architecture with discretized latent represen-
tation. Such representation allows controlled generation of synthetic anomalies
in feature space, which, in contrast to the state-of-the-art methods that gen-
erate anomalies in image space, makes no assumption about the anomaly ap-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Experiment DSR DSRimg DSRrandom DSRLimg DSRLfeat
DSRU−

AUROCdet 98.2 97.8 95.6 96.3 95.2 98.2
APloc 70.2 67.5 62.5 67.0 61.8 65.2

Table 6. Ablation study results on MVTec: (a) using out-of-distribution texture-
based anomalies (DSRimg) in training; (b) unconstrained uniform anomaly sampling
(DSRrandom); (c) training with only image reconstruction loss (DSRLimg ) and with
only the feature reconstruction loss (DSRLfeat

); (d) Performance without the Upsam-
pling module (DSRU−

).

pearance and does not rely on image-level heuristics. Our anomaly generation
approach produces near-in-distribution synthetic anomalies resulting in more
robustly trained reconstruction capabilities and detection of anomalies whose
appearance is close to the normal appearance.

On the recent challenging real-world KSDD2 dataset [6], it outperforms all
other unsupervised surface anomaly detection methods by 10% AP in anomaly
detection and 35% AP in anomaly localization tasks. DSR also significantly out-
performs the weakly-supervised model presented in [6]. Moreover, we showed
that the proposed approach can be extended to utilise also pixel-wise annotated
anomalous training samples. When used in such supervised settings, it consid-
erably improves the results of related supervised methods [6] when only a few
annotated examples are available. This demonstrates the potential of DSR to be
used in real-world settings where the number of available anomalous images is
typically too low to train fully supervised methods. DSR also achieves state-of-
the-art results on the standard MVTec anomaly detection dataset [3].

The ablation study shows that the sampling method used for anomaly gen-
eration impacts the final anomaly detection results significantly, which suggests
that a more complex feature sampling method may improve results further,
which we leave for our future research endeavours.

In addition to it’s good performance across several tasks and it’s ability to
utilize anomalous training samples that are available in some practical scenarios,
DSR is fast, running at 58 FPS, making it a good choice for real-world industrial
applications with real-time requirements.
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